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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

When a nucleus decays by orbital electron capture, 

tho disintegration energy can be shared by a photon and 

a neutrino. This electromagnetio radiation, which ao-

companies some of the disintegrations and is called inner 

Bremsatrahlung, has a continuous energy distribution. 

This distribution in energy ranges from zero to an upper 

limit which is tho disintegration energy minus the binding 

eaergy of the captured electron. Morrison and Schiff (1) 

made an effort to predict the intensity of this energy 

spectrum by considering only electron capture from the 

IS state. More recently Glauber and Martin (2, 3) have 

dovoloped an expression for the predicted intensity by 

considering capture from tho different electron states 

as well as relativistio and screening effects. 

Tho purpose of this thesis is to determine 

exporlmontally tho absolute intensity of the inner Broms-

strahlung spectrum of Co^T ^s a function of energy and to 

oonparo it with the prediction of Glauber and Martin. 

After the corrections duo to crystal effects have b&en 

applied to the theoretical spectrum, it will then bo 

oompared with the experimentally observed spectrum. 

1 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

General Discussion 

Tho decay of a nucleus by orbital electron capture 

results in the creation of a neutron inside the nucleus 

and the annihilation of a proton and the captured electron. 

Tho omission product ordinarily is a neutrino which has a 

disorete energy equal to the disintegration energy minus 

the binding energy of the captured electron. An event of 

much rarer occurence results in the simultaneous emission 

of a neutrino end a photon, inner Brerasstrahlung, both 

having a continuous range of energy values available (I4.). 

An electron may be captured from any of the atomio 

electron states. Tho probsbility of capture from any 

state is determined by the square of the absolute value 

of the corresponding wave function evaluated at the nuclear 

origin. Tho wave function for IS electrons is usually tho 

largest at the origin with the wave functions of the 2S, 

2¥, and 3? states being somewhat smaller. The possibility 

of capture from states above tho 3? is not considered in 

the development of the theory since tho capture probability 

is so small. 



Tho Morrison and Schiff Theory 

Morrison and Schiff (1) made an effort to predict 

the variation in intensity of the inner Bromsstrahlung, 

hereafter designated as IB, with energy by considering 

only electron capture from the IS state. For allowed 

transitions, the IB spectrum has the shape of the form 

X (1-x)^, where x is the ratio of K, the energy of a given 

photon, to W, the disintegration energy minus the binding 

energy of the IS state. The ratio of 4^g, the prob

ability of radiative capture from the 15 state with the 

IB energy K in the energy interval dK, to d)^, tho capture 

probability of IS electrons, is given by 

dK ^ /it\2 /-n K 72 K , K 

In the above equation, o( is the hyperfine constant, and m 

is the rest energy of the electron. Integration of this 

equation over the range of K/W of 0 to 1 yields 

S ^iJt&dK-JsL. (ii)2 
0 ^ 

The predicted shape of the spectrum comperes favorably 

with experimentally observed spectra except in the low 

energy region whe3?e there is an unpredieted increase in 

intensity. 



Tho GXaabor and ^rtin Theory 

Glauber acid Martin (2, 3) have developed a much more 

coaiploto theory by considering elootron capture from tho 

1&, 2S, 2P, and 3P atatos as well as relativistio and 

scroenlng offoots. The theory is baaed on the fact that the 

electron radiates tho photon, Id, during a vlrtoal transition 

to an iBtermodiato state from which it is captured by tho 

nucleus. Only aphorloally symmetric wave functions differ 

from zero at tho nuclous so the Intormodiate state is an 

3 state* Although the exclusion principal requires that no 

virtual transition can bo made to an ocoupied S state. It 

can bo shown that equal transition aa^litudes occur from 

proeosaoe la which tho obstructing elootroa is captured 

boforo radiative emission* 

Tho radiation resulting from capture from an 

initially ocoupied S state involves a reorientation of tho 

oXectron spin sinoe a splnloss particle cannot emit a 

photon during a transition. Radiative capture from the P 

stato takes place i^en the electrons make an electric 

dipole transition to an intermediate S state from which 

they are captured by tho nucleus. The continuous spectrum 

resulting from capture from the P state is very intense In 

the region of the characteristic x-ray. 

The relatlvistic correction is quite large since it 

iovolves primarily the relativistio electron spin. Three 



proeeesea, open to eleetroas in the S state, are treated 

in the theory; the r*eorientation of the elootron spin 

during radiative capture; the emission of a single quantum 

•whmn a virtual posititon, ejected by the nuoleua, 

annihilates an electron; and the transition of S state 

electrons to Pi states from which capture takes place* 

Atomio screening has little effect on capture from the IS 

state since it is so close to the nucleus, but screening 

causes a very significant reductŜ on in capture from the 23, 

2P, and 3P states which are farther from the nucleus* 

Neither the relativistio correction nor the screening 

corrections appreciably alter the shape of the IB spectrum. 

If one considers capture from these four states 

only, the ratio of the probability of radiative capture 

from the nJ shell with the esd-tted IB of energy K, 

OJ^6 (K), to tho capture probability of IS electrons. 

F 

^1« 
dK 

where K Is measured in units of the IS binding energy, 

(Z^)^ m/t. Xhm constants £^§ end €33 are the positive 



binding energies of the n ^ electron Luellc. Iho screening 

correction, S ^ , is the ratio of the screeued vave function 

to the unscreened wave function evaluated near the 'rigin. 

A graph of values for S ^ , reproduced from pn unpublished 

report by Brysk and Rose (5), is given in the second paoer 

by Glauber and Martin (3). The intens:! ty function ^j^/i^) 

has the two forms 

(0) ̂ -,2 -̂ = ^ «n.(K) r - ^ l .7 

and 

hip - < hr^^ <f«inp<K) .7^ . 

Tho two quantities Hjjg(K) and Qjjp(K), both functions of 

energy, are the relativistio correction factor and the value 

of the integral used in cjrlculating the P-stete spectra, 

respectively. Values of Q^p^^^ ®̂ ® given numerically for 

n = 2 and n n 3 in the first paper by Glauber and Martin (2). 

$jjj(0) and ^IQ(O) are the values of the wave functions 

of the ns and IS states near the origin* Values of the wave 

functions were taken from the unDublished report by Brysk 

and Rose (5). The constant Z it ;the nuclear cherge. For 

the IS state, the above relation reduces to the Morrison-

Schiff relation if no relativistio correction is made; 

that is, Rĵ ^ = 1. 



For the IS state, the re la t iv i s t io correction takes 

the form 

where 

and 

Bi, = 1 - Z-r [( -^ )/"l S-J+2 f 1 - ( I ) V 

The quantit| '>^ is given by 

M-C^ - ( £ i3 - K)2_7 * 

with ^ L ^ w ^ - J z o O ^ . ? * . 

AB K appro.oh«8 zero, a better approximation for Â ^̂  and 

Bi can b« .xpresa.d as 

Ai, =|(2A + l)<fl-f ^ 

and 

^l. = 0^0 ( ̂  ) 1» Z*Vm 

>̂#.' v e 
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where ̂  = ^ 1 - (Zol)^J i , A plot of R. (K) for Co^7 

is given in Pigure 1* The relativistio correction U5ed in 

the calculations for the 2S state is given numerically in 

the first paper by Glauber and Martin (2). 

Approach to the Problem 

There are several advantages in using Co^' to study 

an IB spectrumi Since the element deceys by orbital 

electron capture, there is no external Bromsstrahlung 

accompanying the emission of charged particles to mask the 

rather weak IB. Also, the K-shell z-rays do not interfere 

because of their low energy of 6.1̂  kev. As the disinte

gration energy of Co^' is about 1̂.30 kev, the IB spectrum 

covers a considerable energy range. One difficulty that 

arises is caused by the presence of the gamma radiation 

emitted in the decay from the excited levels of Pe^»* 

The decay of Co57 is given in Pigure 2. 

Because of the gamma emission from the excited 

levels of Pe^' in the decay of Co^', coincidence techniques 

were used to eliminate the 122 kev and I36 kev gamma rays 

from the IB spectrum. This results in a continuous IB 

spectrum composed of contributions characteristic of all 

electron levels. Since the probability of capture from 

any level greater than 3̂ * is extremely small, the work of 

Oauber and Martin considered only capture from the four 

lower levels. The final theoretical eouation takes the form 



> 
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^B^^) .^ ^ / - ^ 1 B ( K ) ^ 2 S ( K ) ^2n<^> ^3D<^J 7 .^ 

where ^IB^I^^/^K is the ratio of the probability of IB 

emission of energy K in the energy interval dK to the 

probability of K capture. The total theoretical IB spectrum 

of Cô *̂  is given in Pigure 3. 

Since radiative capture from the IS state is the main 

contribution to the IB spectrum, one can get some indication 

as to the difficulty Involved in this coincidence experiment 

by making use of the Morrison and Schiff equation 

\ 
u}^ XZlf m ' 

If one assigns ¥ = 14.30 kev, this equation yields a value of 

1.31 10"^ as the ratio of the probability of radiative 

capture from the IS state to the probability of IS capture. 

The Glauber and Martin theory predicts that this figure will 

be reduced even further by the relatlvistic correction. 

The niimber of IB in the energy interval dK in 

coincidence with either the 122 kev or I36 kev gamma ray 

per unit time, 1 (?J^ * ,-./ 9 cen be found from the 
*̂  IB-122-#-136 
coincidence equation 
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In the above equation, M^ is the disintegration rate| 

C-^-jY'— *^-7 i« *1^ ratio of the probability of IB 

esiiasion in the energy interval dK to the probsbility of 

electron capture; ^JB^^^ ^̂  ^^^ absolute efficiency of the 

detector for the IB; and Pi22-M^6 ^* **^ probability 

that a 122 kev or 136 kev gamma ray will be detected snd the 

corresponding pulse will pass through the window in the gating 

circuit. The single channel count rate, ^2^2 ̂ -136' ®^^ 

be expressed as 

%22-«-136 a: »o 1̂22-»-136 • 

The quantity 1̂22-#-136 ̂ *' ̂ ^® form 

f X 1 
^122^136 = p ( ! + < _ ) ̂ 122 ^122 + <1-P) ( l-̂ <iiiL ̂  

* 122 13^ 

^136 ^136^ • 

The total internal conversion coefficients for the 122 

kev and 136 kev transitions ere given by ^122 •'^ ^136» 

respectively; p is the ratio of the number of 122 kev 

transitions to M^; ^\Z2 *^^ ^136 ®^« ^*^ absolute 

officiency of the detector for the 122 kev and I36 kev 

gamma rays, respectively; and ^^22 ^^^ ̂ 136 ̂ ^P^^sent the 

fraction of the 122 kev and 136 kev gamma ray pulses, respect* 

ively, which pass through the window in the gating circuit. 
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The quantity fx22>136 ^^ ^ conatant ^ioh will not vary 

during the experiment* 

^' 'lBlfl2-t-136 ̂ ^ ^̂  divided by Hi22-M36' ^^* 

resulting expression is 

N (K) dK 
u. IB.1224136 :: (^ij^lBW , e rK) dK . 

"122+134 «^e IB 

The probabil i ty of capture, U}^, can be expressed 

as the sum of the probebi l i t ies of capture frcm a l l e lectron 

s ta te s ik^ajf , 

ia^^^Ufuf a /*2a^ ^ ' 2 p - ^ ^ 3 p ^ ' • • 

By factoring out ̂ 'ig# <^^^ obtains 

By defining €^ as the ratio of the sum of the f robabilities 

of capture from all electron states except the IS state to 

tho probability of capture from the IS state, one obtains 

^ o = ^ ' l . /"l-^^K-^ 

or, sino. fe/'j, = It's » 
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The coincidence equation now becomes 

M (K) dK (1>^^) = ('̂ îsi!̂  j^jgCK) dK . 
IB^lS2»136 K ^ K 

»122^136 

The right side of the above equation conteina the theoretical 

results corrected for detection efficiency, and the left 

side eontaina the experimental results . An absolute 

intensity measurement may bo made by recording ^122>136 

and by making use of ^ ^* The value of € |̂  was determined 

to be very close to 0.1 from the tables of Wapstra, î ijgh, 

and Lieshout (6). 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS AHD PROCL.'̂ TJT-?KS 

Preparation of the Source 

The source was preî ared by electroplating Co57 

from a solution of cobalt chloride in hydrochloric acid 

onto an aluminum foil 0.02 millimeters thick. Abbott 

Laboratories supplied the solution which on July 26, 

Yy60 had a spec ific activity of 6600 mc/mg. 

A few drops of plating solution were pieced in a 

tapered hole drilled through a one-half inch thick 

lucite block idiich acted as an insulator. The aluminum 

foil was placed between the lucite block and a piece of 

aluminum stock so that it formed one electrode. The other 

eleotrcde consisted of an adjustable screw, the surports 

of which were placed on top of the lucite in such a we/ 

that it could be lowered into the hole. 

The foil was first cleaned with acetone and then 

treated with a sodium h'jdroxide solution. Conceatrated 

nitric acid was used to remove any contaminants which 

might be present. The foil was then washed with distilled 

water* 

Sinoe oobalt will not deposit directly on aluminum, 

the surface wea anodixed. After the surface was washed, 

16 
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s 755̂  phosphoric acid solution was brought in contact with 

the surface and a current of 10 milliamperes was passed 

through the solution for 10 minutes. The surface was then 

washed with distilled water. 

The plating aolution (7) consisted of: 

RochAlle salt i;00 g/l. 

Ammonium chloride 50 g/l. 

Ammonium hydroxide to pH 8*5 

Temperature 90^ C. or above 

The radioactive Co57 vras deposited inside a circle 

about 3 millimeters in diameter. Por the first thirty 

seconds, the current was held at 8 milliamperes and then 

decreased to I4. milliamperes for the duration of the run, 

25 minutes. The coated surface was then washed several 

times with distilled water. 

Description of Equipment 

The presence of the discrete gamma radiation from 

the excited levels of Pe^* in the decay of Co^7 necessitated 

the use of coincidence techniques to remove them from the 

IB spectrum. The purpose of the cpincidence system is to 

activate the multichannel analyzer when an IB snd a 122 kev 

or 136 kev gamma-ray are detected in coincidence. The 

multichannel analyser then enalyzea the pulses according to 

as^jlltude, which is proportional to the energy of the 

deteeted radiation* The multichannel analyzer was a Radiat

ion Counter Laboratory, Model 20609f 256-channel analyzer. 
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Two scintillation detectors were used; both consiFted 

of 2" X 2" sodium iodide, thallium activated, crystals which 

were mounted in t|ais laboratory on Dumont 6292 photomultiplier 

tubes and covered with 10 mil beryllium sheets. 

' The block diagram of the equipment used is given in 

Pigure I4.* The two detectors, D-1 and D-2, were placed 

facing each other. The source was placed 0.8 cm from D-1 

and IJI4. cm from D-2. Pach cletector was connected to a 

pre-amplifier, P. A., which in turn wea connected to a 

linear aa^lifier, L. A., end to a differeritial pulae height 

analyzer. One differential pulse height analyzer, D.P.A.-2, 

was gated so that only 122 kev or 136 kev pulses were passed 

while the other, D.P.A.-I, was gated just above the noise 

level. The gate of D.P.A.-2 was set so that it did not 

include the escape peak corresponding to the 122-f I36 kev 

peak. L. A.-l was a Hamner Blectronic Co., Model N302, 

Non-Overload Amplifier, and L. A.-2 was a Franklin Electronic, 

Model 3U8, Linear Amplifier. 

The outputs of both D.P.A.-l and D.P.A.-2 were fed 

to 8 slow coincidence input; the outputs of L. A.-l and 

L. A.-2 were fed to a fast coincidence input. The coin

cidence circuit, C. C , was a Detectolab, Model DZl|., 

Ccincidence Circuit. The D.P.A. units delay a pulse about 

1.5>Ma. and heve a 0.5>MS uncertainity in the time needed 

to analyze the pulae. Since a linear amplifier does not 

have this uncertainity, the L. A. outputs are connected to 
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the fast element. Therefore the coincident pulses from 

L. A.-l and L. A.-2 arrive at the fast inputs at the same 

time; the pulses arrive at the slow inputs 1.5>ifs later. 

A delay line with a time delay of 1.5yMs was inserted in the 

fast element of the coincidence cirouit to bring the timing 

of the alow and fast elements together. The two slow 

olementa and the fast element are fed to a triple slow 

colneidenoe element* 

D-1 is connected to the multichannel analyzer, M. C , 

through the A-61 Linear Amplifier, L. A.-3, included in the 

Bultlohannel analyzer. A delay line with a time delay of 

1*5/^ e ie included in the M« c. unit ao that a pulse from 

D»l will arrive at the same time as a pulae from the C. C. 

unit. 

In order to obtain the IB spectrum, the random 

coincidence must be eubtraeted from the true coincidences. 

The random coincidence curve was obtained with a delay 

line between P-2 and L. A.*2 so that one of the slow inpute 

and one of the fast inputs were delayed 3/^see. 

It was found that the coinoidence rate caused by the 

background was significant. This was obtained by removing 

the souroe and running for the same length of time as with 

the source. 



CHAPTER IV 

DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Analyeia of the Theoretical Specti*ua 

A comparison of the theoretical spectrum with tho 

experimental spectrum can be made only after the corrections 

due to crystal effects have been applied. The corrections 

for efficiency and absorption are the first to be made. 

A 353 mg/ora2 aluminum absorber was placed over the scintil

lation counter to remove the lh»k kev gamma radiation from 

the IB spectrum. Each ordinate of the theoretical IB 

spectrum was multiplied by the absolute detection efficiency 

and by the fraction of radiation transmitted by the absorber. 

Both the absolute efficiency and the absorption are a function 

of energy. The absolute detection efficiency for a 2" x 2" 

sodium iodide crystal is given by R. L. Heath (6). The 

absolute detection efficiency curve, ^(K), for the geometry 

used la reproduced in Pigure 5« When this correction is 

applied, the resulting curve represents the detected IB 

spectrum* 

Once a gamma ray enters the crystal, it may or may 

not be recorded at full energy, if it causes the ejection 

of a photoelectron, it will be recorded with the full 

energy; but if the gamma ray is Compton scattered, it may be 

21 
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reooiT̂ ed with lose than full energy. The fraction, p(K*)» 

of the detected radiation which will be recorded as having 

the full energy can be determined experlmentelly. Thia is 

accomplished by obtaining a spectrum of a source which emits 

gaaona radiation of only one energy and then determining 

the ratio of the area under the photopeak to the total area 

under the apectrum* This procedure must be repeated for 

several different sources over a considerable energy range 

ainoe p(K') is energy dependent* To determine the ordinate, 

^p(^*)» of the IB deteeted at full energy, each ordinate of 

the detected IB spectimm Is multiplied by the corresponding 

ratio, p(K*)* 

Por this experiment, a spectrum of 3n^^3 î aa run 

giving a value of 0.6i|, for p(K*) at 392 ksv. This value 

of p(K*) was used to normalize a curve of p(K') given for a 

3" X 3" sodium Iodide crystal by R. L. Heath (8), thus result

ing in a different curve having new ordinate values bat with 

the same slope. The curve for p(K») is given in Pigure $. 

The procedure following in correcting for the Co«pton 

scattered gamma radiation is given in en article by Lindqulst 

and Wu (9)* The fraction of photona recordea with less than 

full energy Is given by ^l-p(K»)J^| K» designates the IB 

energy* Therefore, the total number of Compton scattered 

electrons la given by Ip(K') fx^pUnJ, for any speclflo 

Ip. These electrona have an energy range from K s 0 to 

K ss Xf, where K* is the maximoji Co«pton electron energy 
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corresponding to K». The probability that a Con^ton electron 

will lie in the energy interval K to K-#-dK is given by 

C (K, K«) which is approximately constant over a range 

K =: 0 to K :: K*. This function can be expressed as 

C (K, K«) = C (KM =|ir , 0<K<K* 

C (K, KM = 0 , K?^K» . 

To obtain the Compton distribution, one must perform a step 

by step integration. The ordinate of the Compton distribution, 

with the energy of the electrons ranging from K- = K*, for 

photons with an energy between K* and K*-*'idK* is given by 

^̂ o =F p̂̂ '̂̂  ̂ ^ - P(KMJAK» . 

The Compton distribution can be found by adding all the 

various values Al^ computed for each Ip(K»)« 

When a photoelectron is ejected from an atom, it 

has an energy corresponding to the energy of the photon 

minus the binding energy of the electron shell from which 

it came. As the vacant electron shell is filled, either 

an Auger electron or an x-ray csn be emitted. If the Auger 

electron is emitted, the energy of the photon is recorded 

with the full value. When the x-ray escapes from the 

crystal, the energy of the photon is recorded as the initial 

energy minus the binding energy of the electron shell. Por 

K x-ray escape, this effect is important only at low energies. 
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K« ̂ 150 kev. The ratio of the number of K x-rays that 

escape from a sodium Iodide crystal to the number of incident 

gamma rays normal to the surfaoe, ? (K*), has been calculated 

for a aemi-infinite crystal. The values were used in cor-

reeting for the K x-rsy escspe. The ordinate of the 

escape curve, IgCK), was obtained by multiplying I^CKM 

by the corresponding ratio Pg(KM» The escape curve is 

constructed by plotting the values of Ig(K) at K =: K« - 28 kev* 

The altered values of I (K«)* X' (K*), is found by sub-
r P 

traetlng Ig(K) from Ip(K«)* Por values of K* >150 kev, 

!• (K») is equal to Ip(K'). 

The ordinate of the resulting curve, I«(K*) Is 

obtained by adding the ordinates of all three curves st 

each value of K», I^(K») r Ig{K«) ̂ -Io(K')-f I'p(K«). This 

ciû ve Is given in Pigure 6. 

The ratio of the area under the backscattered peak 

to the area under the photopeak obtained from the Sn^^3 

spectrum was O.O66* No correction for backscattering 

was applied to the theoretical distribution* This curve 
I (K») is given in Figure 6* 
T 

The theoretical distribution, I^(K*)f must also be 

adjusted for the resolution of the systeŝ * The resolution 

of the system used in this experiment wee 19^ for the 392 kev 

poak of Sn^^ and 30% for the 122+136 kev peak of Co57. 

This eorreotlon is applied by oonsiderlng each ordinate 

If(K*) as a disorete gemma ray whioh Is 2*eoorded as a 
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Gaussian d i s tr ibut ion , g(K), 

g(K) r ^ 2 7 r o Kl/ ^ e ^ 2GK« -^ 

The quantity 0 i s given by 

- 2K«-£n 2 ' 

vdiere W(K') ia the half-width at half-intensity. The 

theoretical distribution corrected for resolution, I^,.Q(K), 

R£S 
is given by 

r^MAX 
^RBS^^^ = \ ^iK^ g{K) dK« . 

-'O 

This correction is applied graphically and is outlined by 

Lindqulst and Wu (9). A comparison of Ipgs(K«) and I^(K») 

is given in Pigure 7« 

The corrections applied to the theoretical distribut

ion due to crystal effects have been outlined in this section 

in the order of application* The theoretical distribution 

is now ready for a comparison with the experimental curve. 

Analysis of the Experimental Data 

Three runs, each with a duration of 70,000 seconds 

were made to obtain the true coincidence spectrum, the random 

coincidence spectrum, and the background coincidence spectrum. 

The gamma radiation from two sources was used for calibration 
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the 392 kev gamma rey of Sn^^^ and the 122 +136 kev peak of 

Co^', The a ingle channel count rate for the gated circuit 

was I99I4. counts per second, and the single channel count 

rate for the ungated circuit was 366i|. counts per second. 

The coincidence rate for these single channel count rates 

was Iv.26 coimts per second with a corresponding random rate 

of 3*62 counts per second. The background coincidence 

rate was 0.37 count per second. This gives a resolving time 

of 0.26 X lO"^ seconds for the system. 

There are two ways in which the experimental curve 

can be compared with the corrected theoretical curve. The 

areas under the two curves may be compared as well as the 

distribution as a function of energy. The ratio of the total 

number of coincident counts which were indicated by the 

scaler to the total number of coincident counta which were 

recorded on the multichannel analyzer tape was 1.062 and 

the corresponding ratio for the random coincidences was 

1.0i(.l. The difference in these two numbers is attributed 

to a small variation in the single channel count rates 

resulting from a drift in the amplifiers. By subtraction 

of the total number of random counts and the total number 

of background coincident counts from the total number of 

coincident counts above 70 kev, the total number of IB 

counts was found to be 13,083. If one used the valuea 

given above for the loss of coincident counts, the total 

number of IB counts above 70 kev was 19,973. This gives a 
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velue of 7.35 x 10"^ i'0.90 x 10""̂  for the area under the 

experlBiental curve. If the mean of the two values is used, 

the area under the experimental curve is 5.16 x 10*3 i" 

0.90 X 10'*3. The corresponding area under the theoretical 

curve is 8.28 x 10*3. 

A comparison of the experimental distribution with 

the theoretical distribution is given in Pigure 8. Because 

of the large concentration of random counts in the region 

of the 122-#-136 kev peak, the subtraction of the random 

spectrum from the coincidence epectrum is quite critical. 

A drift in the amplifier was evident because of the shift 

of the 122'fl36 kev peak of each spectrum. The scatter 

of the experimental distribution can probably be attributed 

to this drift. 

If one assumes the validity of the Morrison and 

Schiff relation, a Permi plot can be made to determine the 

disintegration energy. Letting N = (constant) K (1-K/W) , 

one can plot {^/K)*^^ versus K and obtain the endpoint of 

the IB spectrum. The Permi plot is given in Pigure 9. 

A least squares fit for tiie best straight line indicated an 

endpoint energy of I4.78 t 30 kev. The disintegration energy 

is the binding energy of the K shell added to W; this gives 

a value of l^dk t 30 kev for the disintegration energy. 

This compares favorably with a previous value of \^3h i 30 kev 

obtained by Jung and Pool (10). 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The pui^ose of this thesis was to compare the 

absolute intensity of the inner Bromsstrahlung spectrum 

j» « 57 
of Co^' as predicted by the Glauber and Martin theory with 

the experimentally observed spectrum. The general approach 

has been to correct the theoretical curve for crystal 

effecta and then to compare the corrected theoretical 

curve with the experimentally observed spectrum. A 

comparison was made in two ways; by comparing the area 

under each curve above an energy of 70 kev and by comparing 

the distribution in energy of both curves. A correction 

for the variation in the single channel count rate was made 

on the coincident spectrum and on the random spectrum. 

Since the corrections on the two spectra were not the same, 

two different values for the area under the experimental 

curve were calculated; 7*35 x 10*3 ̂  0.90 x 10*3 from the 

mean of the two values . The area under the corrected theoret-

ical curve was 8.28 x 10*^. 

While these values do not lie within the experimental 

error, they do indicate the possible validity of the Olauber 

and Martin theory. The relativistio correction, which is 

the most significant in this energy region, reduces the 
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prediction of Morrison end Schiff by about one-half. Since 

the area under the experimentally obaerved spectrum is 

less than that predicted by the Olauber and Martin theory, 

it would seem to indicate thst the relativistio correction 

is of the right order of magnitude. 

A comparison of the intensity as a function of energy 

reveals the experimental points are somewhst scattered. 

This is attributed to a drift in the amplifier during the 

experiment. A possible remedy for this drift is to 

superiaqpose two pulses of known energy upon the spectrum 

of each run so that the spectra may be accurately lined 

up when the procesaing of data starts. 

A Permi plot was made to determine the disintegration 

energy of Co57, The value obtained was k^k- "t 30 kev. A 

previously determined value by Jung and Pool (10) is 

h% t 30 kev. 
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